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Abstract: We report experimental results from multi-instrument diagnostic tools related to phe-
nomena in the high latitude ionosphere F-region, induced by the simultaneous action of powerful
extraordinary (X-mode) and ordinary (O-mode) polarized HF radio waves at EISCAT (European
Incoherent SCATter) during magnetically quiet background geophysical conditions. HF pump waves
were injected towards the magnetic zenith at a frequency of 5.423 MHz, which was just below the
critical frequency of the F2 layer when the excitation of X- and O-mode phenomena was possible. In
the course of the experiment, the effective radiated power (ERP) of the X-mode wave was 130.5 MW,
while the portion of the O-mode ERP was 29.9 MW (about 20% of the full ERP). It was found that
simultaneous action of the X- and O-mode pump waves lead to the excitation of effects typical for both
X- and O-mode HF pump waves. Namely, the excitation of small-scale field-aligned irregularities
due to the thermal parametric (resonance) instability and a downshifted maximum (DM) component
in the wideband stimulated electromagnetic emission (WSEE) spectra, typical for the O-mode HF
pumping, was observed, together with multiple ion gyro-harmonic structures in the narrowband
stimulated electromagnetic emission (NSEE) spectra. These latter results were recorded at a large
(more than 1000 km) distance from the EISCAT/heating facility, typical only for an X-mode HF
pumping. The results obtained are compared with “pure” O-mode heating and discussed in detail.

Keywords: powerful HF radio wave; high latitude ionosphere; nonlinear process; instability; plasma
waves; stimulated electromagnetic emission; field-aligned irregularities; EISCAT

1. Introduction

The investigation of the interaction between powerful high frequency (HF) radio
waves (HF pump waves) and ionosphere plasma is an actively developing problem in
the physics of ionospheric plasmas. Conducting physical experiments in the natural, free
plasma of the ionosphere is of particular interest. Over the last five decades, considerable
efforts have been undertaken into the investigation of phenomena in the upper (F-region)
ionosphere induced by HF pump waves by using ground-based HF transmitters with
high effective radiated power, so-called HF heating facilities. This provides the controlled
investigations to explore in detail the nonlinear processes in the plasma, the excitation
of turbulences and plasma waves, and the plasma and cyclotron resonances. HF pump
waves with ordinary (O-mode) polarization are commonly used for the modification of the
ionospheric F-region at all HF heating facilities in the world. The O-mode HF pump wave
interacts with the ionospheric plasma most efficiently at the reflection altitude (f H

2 = f po
2,

where f H is the pump frequency and f po is the local plasma frequency) and the upper hybrid
resonance altitude (f UH

2 = f H
2 − f ce

2, where f ce is the electron gyro-frequency), giving rise
to the excitation of parametric decay and thermal parametric (resonance) instabilities [1–4].
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Such an interaction produces a large variety of phenomena in the ionospheric plasma. The
most important among them are artificial field-aligned irregularities (FAIs) [5–9], stimulated
electromagnetic emission (SEE) [10–13], HF-induced electron heating [9], artificial optical
emission [8,9,14,15], anomalous absorption [16,17], and Langmuir and ion-acoustic plasma
waves (see, for example, [3,4,8,18,19] and references therein).

The extraordinary polarized (X-mode) HF pump wave in the undisturbed background
ionosphere is reflected at the altitude where the local plasma frequency is determined as
f px

2 = f H (f H − f ce). That is, below the height of the existing electrostatic plasma waves
(the Langmuir and upper hybrid ones). As a result, X-mode HF pump waves should not
generate such waves and, as a consequence, the excitation of the artificial plasma turbulence
and phenomena accompanying them. However, a large number of X-mode experiments,
performed by the Russian team at EISCAT, clearly demonstrated for the first time that the
X-polarized HF pump waves, injected into the high latitude ionospheric F-region towards
the magnetic zenith, are able to produce the excitation of a large variety of HF-induced
phenomena, which can even be much stronger than the O-mode effects [20–31].

While phenomena induced by O-mode HF pump waves are only generated at fre-
quencies below the critical frequency of the ionospheric F2 layer (f H ≤ f oF2), the X-mode
phenomena are excited at pump frequencies lying below and above the critical frequency
of the F2 layer (f H ≤ f oF2 and f H > f oF2) [25]. It is important that at f H > f oF2, the X-mode
HF-induced plasma and ion lines (HFPLs and HFILs) in the EISCAT (930 MHz) radar
spectra, which are signatures of the Langmuir and ion-acoustic plasma waves, occurred in
the frequency range between the ordinary f oF2 and extraordinary f xF2 modes of the critical
frequencies (f oF2 ≤ f H ≤ f xF2) and disappeared when f H > f xF2 when the X-mode pump
wave can no longer be reflected from the ionosphere [25]. Note that the relation between
f oF2 and f xF2 is defined as f xF2 = f oF2 + f ce/2, where f ce is the electron gyro-frequency.
However, the artificial small-scale field-aligned irregularities (FAIs) and narrowband stim-
ulated electromagnetic emission (NSEE) continue to be generated when f H > f xF2 and
HFPLs and HFILs were no longer excited. In such a case, they were observed when the
pump frequency exceeded f xF2 by up to 1.5 MHz [20,24,25,30,31].

Therefore, in the course of the X-mode HF pumping at frequencies above f oF2,
the “pure” X-mode phenomena are only generated, owing to the O-mode phenomena
not being able to be excited because the pump wave is not reflected from the iono-
sphere. However, during X-mode heating at f H ≤ f oF2, O-mode leakage effects cannot be
completely excluded.

This article provides further insight into unresolved issues concerning the O-mode
leakage effects. The main attention is paid to the analysis of experimental results from
multi-instrument diagnostics obtained in the course of a specially designed EISCAT ex-
periment. In this experiment, the EISCAT/heating facility radiated simultaneously, in a
controlled way, both X-mode and O-mode pump waves into the high latitude ionospheric
F-region towards the magnetic zenith. We analyze the behavior and features of artificial
field-aligned irregularities (FAIs), wideband and narrowband stimulated electromagnetic
emissions (WSEE and NSEE), plasma parameters (electron density and temperature),
and HF enhanced ion and plasma lines (HFIL, HFPL) and compare them with “pure”
O-mode effects.

2. Experiment and Instrumentation

The EISCATHF heating experiment reported here was carried out by the Russian team
on 28 October 2015 using the HF heating facility located near Tromsø, Norway (69.6◦ N,
19.2◦ E, magnetic dip angle I = 77◦) [32]. HF pumping was produced in the field-aligned
direction (the magnetic zenith) at frequency f H = 5.423 MHz using the high gain Array 1,
with a beam width ~5–6◦ at the –3 dB level. The experiment was conducted under quiet
magnetic conditions in the evening hours from 15:30 to 16 UT with the transmission scheme
of 10 min on, 5 min off. The pump frequency was just below the critical frequency of the F2
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layer (f oF2) and the fourth electron gyro harmonic (4f ce). In such conditions, the generation
of both O- and X-mode phenomena is possible.

Figure 1 presents the calculated effective radiated power (ERP) and beam patterns
in the course of the experiment on 28 October 2015. From 15:31 to 15: 41 UT, the O-mode
was radiated. The effective radiated power (ERP) was 362.4 MW during the first 6 min
of the pump pulse (15:31–15:37 UT) and then reduced to 236.9 MW from 15:37 to 15:41
UT (see Figure 1a,b). The X-mode leakage was very low, about 0.6–0.7 MW. Therefore,
almost “pure” O-mode HF pumping was produced in this pulse. In the next pump pulse
from 15:46 to 15:56 UT, the simultaneous radiation of 29.9 MW (20% of full ERP) with the
O-mode pump wave and 130.5 MW (80% of full ERP) with the X-mode wave was made
(see Figure 1c).
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Multi-instrument diagnostics were utilized for the investigation of various phenom-
ena induced by the simultaneous action of the O- and X-mode pump waves and their
comparison with “pure” O-mode effects. Wideband stimulated electromagnetic emission
(WSEE) measurements were carried out in a frequency band of 200 kHz about 12 km away
from the EISCAT/heating. Details of the WSEE receiver can be found in [33]. Observations
of narrowband stimulated electromagnetic emission (NSEE), within ±1 kHz of the pump
frequency, were performed near St. Petersburg (60.27◦ N, 29.37◦ E) at a distance of 1200 km,
far away from the EISCAT/Heating facility. Signals from the HF heater were processed by a
digital spectrum analyzer, the ICOM-R75 receiver, with a 90 dB dynamic range, a frequency
resolution of 0.4 Hz, and a temporal resolution of 2.4 s. The CUTLASS (Co-operative
UK Twin Located Auroral Sounding System) radar [34] at Hankasalmi, Finland (62.3◦ N;
26.6◦ E) was utilized for the diagnostic of artificial small-scale field-aligned irregularities
(FAIs). The CUTLASS radar operated at six frequencies within 10 and 20 MHz on a single
beam directed over Tromsø with a range gate of 15 km and a temporal resolution of 3 s. The
EISCAT UHF incoherent scatter radar (933 MHz) [35] co-located with the EISCAT/heating
facility ran in the same direction as the HF heater (field-aligned). It provides the plasma
parameters and Langmuir and ion-acoustic plasma waves seen in the radar spectra as
the HF-enhanced plasma and ion lines. The UHF radar data were processed with the
Grand Unified Incoherent Scatter Design and Analysis Package [36]. The reliability of
the plasma parameters used in the analysis was checked by the value of the Residual
parameter R ≤ 2 [36].

3. Results and Analysis
3.1. Behavior and Features of the Stimulated Electromagnetic Emission and Small-Scale Artificial
Field-Aligned Irregularities

Stimulated electromagnetic emission (SEE) was observed for the first time by Thidé
et al. [10] at the HF heater near Tromsø. During the next four decades, the various spectral
components in the frequency band ± 100 kHz from the pump frequency were extensively
investigated at all HF heating facilities in the world (see, for example, [11,37] and references
therein). The downshifted maximum (DM) is a commonly occurring spectral feature in the
wideband stimulated electromagnetic emission (WSEE) spectrum, observed in the close
vicinity of HF heating facilities under O-mode HF pumping at frequencies below the critical
frequency f oF2 and away from the electron gyro-harmonics. The DM peak intensity is
typically observed at ∆f _ = ∆f DM ≈ 2 × 10−3f H [11].

Figure 2 demonstrates the spectrograms of the stimulated electromagnetic emissions
(wideband in the frequency band ± 100 kHz and narrowband in the frequency band
±1 kHz of the heater frequency) observed on 28 October 2015 from 15:30 to 16:00 UT.
As seen from Figure 2a, the spectrogram of the wideband stimulated electromagnetic
emission (WSEE) obtained near Tromsø exhibits a spectral component, downshifted from
the pump frequency f H = 5.423 MHz by about ∆f _ = 11 kHz, observed in the pump
pulses from 15:31 to 15:41 UT (almost pure O-mode HF pumping) and from 15:46 to 15:56
UT (simultaneous action of the X- and O-mode HF pump waves). Note that in a large
number of our previous X-mode experiments with a small leakage of the O-mode wave
(ERP ≤ 5 MW), the DM component was never observed [21,25]. It is unexpected that in
the course of “pure” O-mode heating from the “cold start” with high ERP ≈ 362 MHz, a
weak DM component is generated, but its intensity increased when the ERP dropped to
237 MW. In the next pump pulse, when only 30 MW was radiated with the O-mode, an
intense DM component occurred through the whole pump cycle. The effect of anomalous
absorption is strongest when the O-mode pump frequency matches the f oF2 [17]. It was
concluded [18] that anomalous absorption and self-absorption of the O-mode wave are
tronger under high ERP. In such conditions, one would expect to observe a lower DM
intensity under high ERP ≈ 362 MW as compared with cases of ERP ≈ 237 and 30 MW.
Moreover, preconditioning may also produce the DM intensity enhancements in the second
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part of the pump pulse from 15:31 to 15:41 UT. The DM excitation is closely related to the
FAI generation [11].
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Figure 2. The spectrogram of (a) the wideband stimulated electromagnetic emission (WSEE) recorded
in the close vicinity of the EISCAT/heating facility and (b) narrowband stimulated electromagnetic
emission (NSEE) was observed at a distance of 1200 km from the heating facility in the course of the
experiment on 28 October 2015 at a pump frequency f H = 5.423 MHz. The almost “pure” O-mode
wave was radiated with effective radiated power of 362.4 MW from 15:31 to 15:37 UT and then
reduced to 236.9 MW from 15:37 to 15:41 UT. The simultaneous radiation of 29.9 MW (20% of full
ERP) with the O-mode pump wave and 130.5 MW (80% of full ERP) with the X-mode wave was
made from 15:46 to 15:56 UT. The pump pulses and polarization of the heater wave are shown on the
time axis.

The other feature, seen in the WSEE spectra observed in the close vicinity of the HF
heating facility, is the occurrence of two symmetrical components shifted from the pump
frequency by approximately ±5 kHz. Wang et al. [33] attributed this feature to the novel
component in the WSEE spectra excited by the X-mode HF pump wave. However, the
same steady symmetrical component, but less pronounced, was also observed under “pure”
O-mode heating from 15:31 to 15:41 UT (see Figure 2a). Actually, we cannot exclude a
technical origin of the approximately ± 5 kHz component in the WSEE spectra observed
under both O- and X-mode pump pulses.

The narrowband stimulated electromagnetic emission (NSEE) in the frequency band
±1 kHz of the heater frequency, observed under O-mode HF pumping in the neighbor-
hood of HF heaters, was recently found at the HAARP facility [12,13,38,39] and then at
the EISCAT/heating facility [40,41]. The features and excitation mechanisms of various
discrete structures in the NSEE spectrum were extensively investigated (see, for exam-
ple, [13,41–44]). Our X-mode HF pumping experiments at EISCAT made it possible to
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observe for the first time the NSEE at a large distance from the EISCAT/heating facil-
ity [25–27]. Alternating O/X-mode pumping has demonstrated clearly that only X-mode
heating is able to produce NSEE observed far away from EISCAT.

Below we consider in detail the features of the narrowband stimulated electromagnetic
emission (NSEE) in the frequency band ±1 kHz of the pump frequency recorded at a
distance of 1200 km away from the heating facility (see Figure 2b). It is evident that only
during simultaneous radiation of the X- mode (ERP = 130.5 MW) and O-mode pump wave
(ERP = 29.9 MW) from 16:46 to 16:56 UTthat the NSEE spectra exhibit multiple down- and
upshifted spectral components with respect to f H, ordered by the ion gyro-frequency fci
for O+ ions. In addition to the nfci spectral structures, the downshifted spectral component
at 0.5f ci can be seen on the spectrogram. Similar multiple ion gyro-harmonic structures
in the NSEE spectra were observed in our other X-mode experiments at different heater
frequencies [25–27]. The observed structures in the NSEE spectra did not occur under
“pure” O-mode HF pumping from 15:31 to 15:41 UT. Here, only the weak and narrow 50 Hz
harmonics of the power supply can be seen on the spectrogram.

Let us consider in more detail the features and behavior of the multiple down- and
upshifted ion gyro-harmonic structures in the NSEE spectra recorded far away from the
EISCAT/heating facility. Figure 3 demonstrates the behavior of the intensities of upshifted
and downshifted ion gyro-harmonic structures (Figure 3a,b respectively) in the course of
a pump pulse from 15:46 to 15:56 UT. There is an asymmetry in the features of the NSEE
upshifted and downshifted spectral components. As the harmonic number increases from
the first to the fifth, the intensity of upshifted structures drops from −70 dB to −91 dB
and the frequency offset increases from +52 Hz to +255 Hz, while the intensity of the
downshifted structures drops from −63 dB to −88 dB and the frequency offset relative
to the pump frequency changes from −56 Hz to −265 Hz, (see Figures 2 and 3). As was
shown by Blagoveshchenskaya et al. [26] from an X-mode frequency stepping experiment
through the fifth electron gyro-harmonic, the similar paired downshifted and upshifted
spectral lines were strongest at pump frequencies below 5fce and disappeared when the
heater frequency f H reached 5fce.

Figure 4 shows the behavior in time of spectral widths for every upshifted and down-
shifted and ion gyro-harmonic structure (Figure 4a,b respectively) in the course of the
pump pulse from 15:46 to 15:56 UT. The spectral width of every discrete structure was
determined as the frequency band containing 50% of spectral power. It is clearly seen that
increasing the harmonic number from the first to the fifth leads to a rise of spectral width
from 6 to 17 Hz.

The power of downshifted spectral structures averaged through the pump cycle
from 15:46 to 15:56 UT, and the delay in the time of occurrence of the spectral structures
depending on the harmonic number is shown in Figure 5. With the rise of the harmonic
number, the intensities of the discrete spectral components dropped and their delay in the
time of occurrence, relative to the pump onset, increased. These features and behavior of the
discrete spectral components indicate the presence of a cascade process in their excitation.

Kalishin et al. [27] proposed two relevant mechanisms responsible for the excitation of
multiple discrete spectral structures induced by the X-mode HF pumping and observed
at a large distance from the EISCAT/heating facility. The first is magnetized stimulated
Brillouin scatter (MSBS) when an X-mode electromagnetic wave decays into a backscattered
electromagnetic wave and an electrostatic ion gyro-harmonic mode. The second one is
related to stimulated ion Bernstein scatter (SIBS), in which an X-mode HF pump wave
decays into a high-frequency electron Bernstein wave and a low-frequency ion Bernstein
wave. Multiple decays can be realized in both mechanisms, which leads to the development
of a cascading process in the ion gyro-harmonic excitation. FAIs, generated in the artificially
disturbed ionospheric patch, have a dominant role in NSEE observations far away from the
EISCAT/heating facility [27].
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The excitation of the DM component in the WSEE spectra and multiple ion gyro-
harmonic structures in the NSEE spectra were accompanied by the generation of FAIs from
the CUTLASS observations (see Figure 6). As seen from Figure 6, the signals backscattered
from FAIs occurred at the CUTLASS operational frequencies about f CUTLASS ≈ 10, 11.5,
13.2, 16.3, and 18 MHz, owing to the Bragg condition corresponding to the FAI spatial size
across the magnetic field l⊥ = 15, 13, 11.4, 9.2, and 8.3 m (l⊥ = c/2f CUTLASS, where c is a
speed of light). FAIs, with the spatial size within l⊥ = 8.3–11.4 m, are the most intense in
the course of the experiment. FAIs exhibit features, such as the growth and decay times,
typical for O-mode heating in both pump pulses from 15:31 to 15:41 and 15:46 to 15:56 UT.
The behavior and features of FAIs are very similar in both pump cycles. They appeared
a few seconds after the EISCAT/heating was turned on and greatly decayed after it was
turned off. These growth and decay times are typical for the O-mode FAIs [6–9].

3.2. Plasma Parameter Changes

The EISCAT UHF radar, co-located with the EISCAT/heating facility, is able to provide
detailed investigations of the ionospheric plasma parameters (the electron density Ne and
temperature Te, and the ion temperature Ti and velocity Vi) and Langmuir and ion-acoustic
plasma waves. The latter was seen in the radar spectra as HF-enhanced plasma and ion
lines (HFPLs and HFILs). Figure 7 demonstrates the overview of the EISCAT UHF radar
observations on 28 October 2015 from 15:30 to 16:00 UT obtained with 20s integration
time. This shows the altitude-temporal behavior of the electron density (Figure 7a) and
temperature (Figure 7b) and the UHF radar backscatter, labeled as the raw electron density
(Figure 7c). The increased UHF radar backscatter corresponds to the ion line enhancements.
The electron density and temperature at fixed heights depending on the time are depicted
in Figure 8a,b, respectively.

Under “pure” O-mode HF pumping with high ERP ≈ 362 MW from 15:31 to 15:37 UT
strong thermal Te enhancements up to 200% above the background level are detected in a
wide altitude range. At 15:37 UT, the ERP was reduced to ~ 236 MW leading to a Te fall.

The raw electron density behavior clearly demonstrates that the O-mode HF pumping
onset is accompanied by abrupt ion line enhancements followed by a descending altitude.
The UHF radar backscatter power, labeled in Figure 7c as the raw electron density, is a
manifestation of HF-enhanced ion lines. Similar altitude-descending HF-enhanced ion
layers under an O-mode HF pumping were observed and investigated from a large number
of heating experiments [19,22,45–47]. After an initial overshoot, the re-appearance of
enhanced ion lines, coexisting with intense FAIs, occurred. However, the ERP reduced at
15:37 UT caused the disappearance of persistent ion lines (Figure 7c), which re-appeared
only at the end of the pump pulse.
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Figure 6. The backscatter power from CUTLASS Hankasalmi (Finland) radar observations (beam
5) at operational frequencies about of 10, 11.5, 13.2, 16, 18 MHz in range gate—time coordinates on
28 October 2015 from 15:30 to 16:00 UT. The distance from Hankasalmi to the heated ionospheric
path over Tromsø corresponds to range gates 30–35.

The radiation of the O-mode pump wave with ERP ≈ 30 MW (20%) and the X-mode
wave with ERP ≈ 130 MW (80% of full ERP) was mixed in the transmission pulse from
15:46 to 15:56 UT. The heating effects are seen in the Te enhancements, which are induced
both the thermal (by an O-mode wave) and ohmic (by an X-mode wave) heating. As was
shown by Bryers et al. [38], for O-mode heating, the height-integrated heating rate due
to the thermal heating mechanism is higher than the theoretical ohmic electron heating
rate by 2–5 times. Some weak Ne enhancements induced by an X-mode pump wave are
detected from 15:46 to 15:56 UT. These Ne enhancements occurred at altitudes well above
the Te enhancements (see Figure 8). Note that in a large number of our previous X-mode
experiments [21–23,25,31], strong Ne enhancements in a wide altitude range were also
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observed at altitudes over the Te enhancements, whether the HF-enhanced ion and plasma
lines were excited or not.
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3.3. Langmuir and Ion-Acoustic Plasma Waves

EISCAT UHF radar provides direct measurements of Langmuir and ion-acoustic
plasma waves seen in the radar spectra as HF-enhanced plasma and ion lines. Figure 9
shows the intensities of the HF-induced downshifted and upshifted ion lines (HFILDOWN
and HFILUP), plasma lines (HFPL), and outshifted plasma lines (HFPLOUT) at fixed heights
in the course of the experiment on 28 October 2015 from 15:30 to 16 UT. Both the EIS-
CAT UHF radar and HF heating facility run in the magnetic field-aligned direction.
Figures 10 and 11 demonstrate spectra of HFIL and HFPL, respectively, taken with 5 s
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resolution for a fixed time in the course of the O-mode HF pump pulse from 15:31 to 15:41
UT at the altitudes with their maximum intensities. Note that incoherent scatter radars
detect Langmuir and ion-acoustic plasma waves as coherent backscatter, leading to the
enhanced ion-line spectra. As a consequence, at altitudes occupied by ion and plasma lines,
the electron temperature and density cannot be correctly estimated [36].
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Figure 10. Spectra of HF-induced ion lines taken with 5 s resolution at the altitudes of their maximum
intensities during the “pure” O-mode pulse from 15:31 to 15:41 UT at (a) 15:31:05 UT, (b) 15:31:20 UT,
(c) 15:32:00 UT, (d) 15:32:35 UT, (e) 15:35:45 UT, (f) 15:36:50 UT, (g) 15: 39:55 UT, (h) 15:40:00 UT.

As seen, during “pure” O-mode HF pumping from 15:31 to 15:41 UT, the HF-enhanced
ion and plasma lines are observed in the first 5 s radar dump (known as the initial over-
shoot), which is an indication of the generation of the “classic” parametric decay instability
(PDI), when the pump electromagnetic waves decay into the Langmuir and ion-acoustic
plasma waves [3,4,18]. It acts as an immediate response to the onset of HF pumping (the
initial overshoot) and could be observed by the EISCAT UHF radar during an O-mode
HF pumping with an ERP above 21–43 MW [18]. The overshoot effect is pronounced
in the first few seconds after the heating onset and then diminishes in intensity on time
scales corresponding to the FAI growth of a few seconds giving rise to the anomalous
absorption of the pump wave energy [48]. Moreover, the spectra of ion and plasma lines
(see Figures 10 and 11) exhibit the “zero” component that is a typical feature of the oscil-
lating two-stream instability (OTSI). For the OTSI excitation a higher effective radiated
power is required as compared with the “classic” PDI [4,18,49]. The small-scale artificial
field-aligned irregularities (FAIs) cause the anomalous absorption, acting to diminish the
pump wave power below the threshold needed for the PDI and OTSI excitation and limit
the further generation of HFIL and HFPL [16,48].
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Figure 11. Spectra of HF-induced plasma lines taken with 5 s resolution at the altitudes of their
maximum intensities during the “pure” O-mode pulse from 15:31 to 15:41 UT at (a) 15:31:05 UT,
(b) 15:31:30 UT, (c) 15:31:50 UT, (d) 15:32:00 UT, (e) 15:36:15 UT, (f) 15:36:55 UT, (g) 15: 39:55 UT,
(h) 15:40:55 UT.

However, under high effective radiated power (ERP > 150–200 MW), the re-appearance
of HFIL and HFPL can occur [23]. The re-appearance of persistent HFIL and HFPL,
coexisting with intense FAIs, occurred in the course of “pure” O-mode HF pumping with
ERP ≈ 362 MW(see Figures 9–11). In addition, the outshifted plasma line was also excited
(see Figures 9 and 11). Recall that the experiment on 28 October 2015 was carried out
at the pump frequency close to the critical frequency of the F2 layer and just below the
fourth electron gyro-harmonic. In the same conditions, the outshifted plasma lines were
excited during other O-mode pumping experiments at EISCAT. This plasma line, shifted
by 0.30–0.45 MHz relative to the heater frequency, is the so-called free mode [50–52]. As
time progresses, the spectral power of HFPLs, HFILs, and outshifted plasma lines diminish.
However, towards the end of the O-mode pump pulse, the HFPLs and weak HFILs are
detected again.

In the course of mixed radiation of ~30 MW with the O-mode and ~130 MW with the
X-mode from 15:46 to 15:56 UT, neither HFILs nor HFPLs were excited at all (see Figure 9).
This means that the 30 MW O-mode pump power is not able even to excite the “classic”
PDI as an immediate response to the HF pumping onset. The more so as the excitation
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of persistent O-mode ion and plasma lines is not possible owing to that requiring much
higher pump power as compared with the initial overshoot [23,28]. On the other side, the
X-mode heater power flux of 130 MW is deficient for the excitation of persistent Langmuir
and ion-acoustic plasma waves that require ERP ≥ 150–200 MW [23].

4. Discussion

A specially designed EISCAT experiment was conducted under quiet magnetic con-
ditions at pump frequency f H = 5.423 MHz lying very close to the critical frequency
f oF2 ≈ 5.5 MHz and just below the fourth electron gyro-harmonic 4f ce = 5.44 MHz. In this
experiment, the EISCAT/heating facility radiated simultaneously in a controlled way for
both the X-mode and O-mode pump waves. The O-mode pump wave with ERP ≈ 30 MW
(20% of the full ERP) and the X-mode wave with ERP ≈ 130 MW (80% of full ERP) were
radiated into the high latitude ionospheric F-region towards the magnetic zenith. It is im-
portant that the sufficiently low X-mode heater power of ~130 MW was chosen to exclude
the excitation of the X-mode HF-induced plasma and ion lines. The results obtained were
compared with “pure” O-mode HF pumping effects.

Experimental results, obtained under simultaneous radiation with both X- and O-
mode HF pump waves from 15:46 to 15:56 UT, clearly demonstrate that phenomena typical
for both X- and O-mode pumping were generated. The generation of various phenomena
induced by simultaneous action of O- and X-mode HF pump waves is governed by the
effective radiated power of O- and X-mode waves and thresholds required for the excitation
of one kind or another phenomenon. One of the prominent phenomena, typical only for
X-mode HF pumping, is the generation of the narrowband stimulated electromagnetic
emission (NSEE) in the frequency band of±1 kHz relative to f H, recorded at a large distance
(about 1200 km) from the EISCAT/Heating facility. However, the FAIs and DM components
in the WSEE spectra were induced by the O-mode pump power of 30 MW. HF-induced
plasma and ion lines were not excited at all under mixed O- and X-mode HF pumping.

Let us estimate the excitation thresholds of the thermal parametric (resonance) insta-
bility (TPI), the parametric decay (PDI), the oscillating two-stream instabilities (OTSI), and
the non-resonant decay instability (NRM) for the conditions of this experiment.

The threshold electric field of the O-mode HF pump wave, required for the excitation
of the thermal parametric (resonance) instability (TPI), responsible for the FAI excitation, is
given in the form [1,16,49]:

E2
TPI = 2.44

T2
e0(2π fH)

2k2
Bk cos ϕ

pνe2π fcee2H
e−2νe H/c. (1)

Here, Te0 is the unperturbed electron temperature, f H is the pump wave frequency,
f ce is the electron gyro-frequency, kB is the Boltzmann constant, k is the FAI wave number,
ϕ is the angle between the local vertical and the magnetic field direction, νe = νen + νei is
the electron collision frequency, νen is the electron-neutral collision frequency, νei is the
electron–ion collision frequency, c is a speed of light, H is the plasma scale height given by H
= kB(Te + Ti)/gmi, where Te and Ti are the electron and ion temperatures, respectively, g is
the acceleration due to gravity, and mi is the ion mass, p is the ratio between the reflected
and radiated powers of the pump wave; it can be assumed that p ≈ 1 within the first few
seconds of the heating cycle.

The threshold electric field of the O-mode HF pump wave required for the excitation
of parametric decay instability (PDI) in the ionosphere, assuming that the electric field of
the pump wave is parallel to the Earth’s magnetic field at altitudes close to the reflection
height, is given by expression [16,49,53] in the form:

E2
PDI = 4

Ne0kBTiνe

2π fpε0Bmax
. (2)
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The threshold electric field of the O-mode pump wave for an oscillating two-stream
instability (OTSI) is defined in [49,54] as

E2
OTSI = 4

Te + Ti

Ti

Ne0kBTiνe

2π fPε0
. (3)

Here, Ne0 is the electron density, f p is the local plasma frequency at the reflection
altitude of the heater wave, f p

2 = f H
2, ε0 is the dielectric constant, and the Bmax is a function

of the ratio Te/Ti.
The expressions (1)–(3) allow us to estimate the ETPI, EPDI, and EOTSI by using values

of the electron density and the electron and ion temperatures from the EISCAT UHF radar
measurements within 15:30–16:00 UT and putting Bmax = 0.56 for Te/Ti = 2 [54]. The neutral
and collisions are obtained from NRLMSISE-00 [55] as follows: the electron-neutral collision
frequencies νen = 5.4 × 10−10 NnTe

1/2, where Nn is the neutral particle density, and the
electron–ion collision frequencies νei = (34 + 4.18·lgTe

2/Ne)·Ne·Te
−3/2.

For the conditions of the experiment on 28 October 2015, the thresholds of electric
field for the O-mode pump wave, required for the excitation of the thermal parametric
instability (TPI), the parametric decay instability (PDI), and the oscillating two-stream
instability (OTSI) were obtained as follows: ETPI ≈ 0.08 V/m, EPDI ≈ 0.21 V/m, and
EOTSI ≈ 0.26 V/m. The PDI and OTSI act as an immediate response to the onset of HF
pumping (the initial overshoot). Then the development of small-scale artificial field-aligned
irregularities (FAIs) causes the anomalous absorption and prevents further generation of the
PDI and OTSI [16,48]. However, under high effective radiated power (ERP > 150–200 MW),
the re-appearance of persistent HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines coexisting with FAIs can
occur. Certainly, this process requires a higher ERP as compared with the ERP required for
the excitation of “classic” PDI and OTSI.

The threshold electric field of the O-mode pump wave, required for the excitation of
the non-resonant decay instability (NRM), following the immediate excitation of PDI and
OTSI is given in the form [3]:

ENRM = (
memi

e2 ·
k1Csω3

kθνeνi

2ω2
pe

(
k2
‖ + k2

⊥ω2
kθ/(ω2

kθ −Ω2
e )
) · [1 +

16k2
1C2

s

νe(νe + 2νi)

]
· [ νe

νe + 2νi
]
1/2

)

1/2

(4)

Here, k1 is the wave vector of the Langmuir wave excited by the pump wave as a result
of the primary (electromagnetic) process of the parametric decay instability, k||= k1 cos θ,
k⊥= k1 sin θ, θ is the inclination angle of the magnetic field; ω2

kθ = ω2
p + 3k2

BV2
te + Ω2

e sin2 θ,

where ωpe =
(
4πNee2/me

)1/2, Vte =
√

kBTe/me, Ωe = 2π fce are the plasma frequency, the
thermal velocity, and the angular electron gyro-frequency, respectively; νe and νi are the electron
and ion collision frequencies; νi = νin + νiL, viL =

√
π/2ωIA

3/2
√

Te/Ti exp[−(3+ Te/T1)/2]
correspond to the ion Landau damping; ωIA = CSkIA is the angular frequency of the ion-
acoustic wave and CS =

√
(Te + 3Ti)/mi is the velocity of the ion-acoustic wave.

From expression (4), with allowance for the parameter values k1 = 38.23 m−1, k⊥ = 8.13 m−1

(for the EISCAT radar at a frequency of 933 MHz), Te = 1300 K, Ti = 1000 K, f ce = 1.35 MHz,
Cs = 1330 m/s, νiL = 18.500 kHz, the threshold of electric field of the O-mode pump wave, re-
quired for the excitation of Langmuir waves by the non-resonant mechanism, is ENRM = 0.65 V/m.

The effective radiated power in free space required for the excitation of TPI, PDI, OTSI,
and NRM can be determined from the well-known expression [16]:

E[V/m] =
0.25

√
ERP[kW]

h[km]
, (5)

where h is the altitude of the disturbed ionospheric region above the Earth’s surface.
Then, for ETPI ≈ 0.08 V/m, EPDI ≈ 0.21 V/m, EOTSI ≈ 0.26 V/m, and ENRM = 0.65 V/m,

the effective radiated power thresholds can be obtained as follows: ERPTPI = 8.5 MW,
ERPPDI = 37.3 MW, ERPOTSI = 57.2 MW, and ERPNRM = 357.6 MW.
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As is evident, in the course of simultaneous action of the X- and O-mode HF pump
waves from 15:46 to 15:56 UT, the FAIs could certainly be produced by the O-mode wave
with ERP = 30 MW due to the ERPTPI being only 8.5 MW. The thresholds required for
the excitation of the PDI and OTSI exceeded the O-mode radiated power of 30 MW,
implying that these instabilities cannot be generated. At the same time, as seen from
the EISCAT UHF radar measurements, the X-mode radiated power ERP ≈ 130 MW was
not able to produce the persistent HFILs and HFPLs, coexisting with intense FAIs. The
results from the EISCAT/Heating power stepping experiment demonstrated that the
excitation threshold for the persistent HFILs and HFPLs, coexisting with FAIs, should
exceed ERP > 150–200 MW [23].

During almost “pure” O-mode heating with ERP ≈360 MW, strong PDI and OTSI,
manifesting themselves as HFIL and HFPL from EISCAT UHF radar measurements, are
excited as an immediate response to the HF pump onset (the initial overshoot). The
EISCAT/heating effective radiated power is far in excess of ERPPDI = 37.3 MW and ERPOTSI
= 57.2 MW. Thereafter the re-appearance of the HFILs and HFPL, coexisting with FAIs,
occurred. We suggest that the non-resonant mechanism proposed in [3] with the excitation
threshold ERPNRM = 357.6 MW could be responsible for that phenomenon. It should
be noted that the O-mode radiated power was very close to ERPNRM, resulting in the
persistent ion and plasma lines coexisting with FAIs, exhibiting an unstable behavior. The
enhancements of HFILs and HFPLs at the end of the10 min CW pump pulse were possibly
produced by the preconditioning effect.

The results from a specially designed EISCAT experiment, in which both X- and O-
mode HF pump waves were radiated simultaneously in a controlled way, are important for
correct analysis of possible O-mode leakage effects in the course of X-mode pumping exper-
iments. Generally, the leakage of the O-mode wave does not exceed 5 MW (ERP ≤ 5 MW).
As obvious from the results presented here, the 30 MW O-mode portion mixed in the
130 MW of X-mode was not able to excite the persistent HF-enhanced ion and plasma
lines, coexisting with intense FAIs. As was shown, the excitation threshold of persistent
HFILs and HFPLs requires much higher effective radiated power. Therefore, the small
O-mode leakage certainly could not excite the persistent HF-enhanced ion and plasma
lines, coexisting with FAIs, in the X-mode heating experiments at EISCAT.

5. Conclusions

We report the experimental results obtained in the course of the EISCAT specially
designed experiment on 28 October 2015 carried out in the evening hours under quiet
conditions. The EISCAT/heating facility radiated simultaneously, in a controlled way, both
the X-mode and O-mode pump waves at the frequency of 5.423 MHz, lying just below
the critical frequency f oF2 and the fourth electron gyro-harmonic. The O-mode pump
wave with effective radiated power ERP ≈ 30 MW (20% of the full ERP), mixed with the
X-mode wave with ERP ≈ 130 MW (80% of full ERP), were radiated into the high latitude
ionospheric F-region towards the magnetic zenith. The sufficiently low X-mode heater
power of 130 MW was chosen to exclude the excitation of the persistent X-mode HF-induced
plasma and ion lines that have the excitation threshold ERP > 150–200 MW [23].

It was found from multi-instrument diagnostics that phenomena typical for both X-
and O-mode pumping were generated under simultaneous radiation with both X- and
O-mode HF pump waves. The generation of various phenomena induced by simultaneous
action of O- and X-mode HF pump waves is governed by the effective radiated power of
O- and X-mode waves and thresholds required for the excitation of one kind or another
phenomenon. Namely, the excitation of small-scale field-aligned irregularities (FAIs) due to
the thermal parametric (resonance) instability and a downshifted maximum (DM) compo-
nent in the wideband stimulated electromagnetic emission (WSEE) spectra, typical for the
O-mode HF pumping, were observed together with the multiple ion gyro-harmonic struc-
tures in the narrowband stimulated electromagnetic emission (NSEE) spectra, recorded at a
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large (more than 1000km) distance from the EISCAT/heating facility, typical only for an
X-mode HF pumping. HF-induced plasma and ion lines were not excited at all.

It was shown that almost “pure” O-mode heating with ERP ≈ 360 MW produces the
strong PDI and OTSI as an immediate response to the HF pump onset (the initial overshoot).
Thereafter the re-appearance of the HFILs and HFPLs, coexisting with FAIs, was observed
due to the non-resonant mechanism proposed in [3].

The article provides further insight into unresolved issues concerning the O-mode
leakage during the X-mode experiments at EISCAT at pump frequencies below the critical
frequency (f H ≤ f oF2). Generally, the leakage of the O-mode wave in the course of the
X-mode HF pumping experiments does not exceed 5 MW (ERP ≤ 5 MW). The results
presented here clearly demonstrate that the 30 MW O-mode portion mixed in the 130 MW
of X-mode was not able to produce the persistent HFILs and HFPLs, coexisting with
intense FAIs. Therefore, the small O-mode leakage certainly could not excite the persistent
HF-enhanced ion and plasma lines in the X-mode heating experiments at EISCAT.
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